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The business case for 
Crowe IRM-as-a-Service
Boost growth and collaboration by 
managing risk and compliance
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Are your customers demanding more real-time interaction?

Are regulators applying increased levels of scrutiny?

Are your stakeholders asking for assurance in a 
dynamic and complex business environment?

Crowe IRM-as-a-Service is more than a 
risk management tool — it’s a business 
tool for banking. 

We can help you can respond to all these needs 
and concerns with increased agility.
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Risk management and compliance responsibilities don’t just 
belong to one team. They belong to the entire enterprise, 
and they require an enterprisewide solution.

Crowe IRM-as-a-Service increases visibility, collaboration, business 
contextuality, and efficiency across your organization to help everyone 
manage risk and drive business growth – together.  

To win the battle for customers, end 
the conflict between your business 
and risk teams. 

The business case for Crowe IRM-as-a-Service

The rapidly evolving risk landscape in the banking 
industry might expose tensions between your 
organization’s front office and its risk compliance teams.

How can you repair and strengthen that relationship to enable growth 
and speed?

The key lies in communication. All too often, governance, risk, and 
compliance (GRC) tools are designed exclusively with risk management 
professionals in mind. These tools put risk management activity in a silo 
and make it hard for the business team to have productive conversations 
with their risk and compliance colleagues.

The result is a fundamental disconnect, and risk management teams aren’t 
equipped to think or communicate in terms of products and services. 
Meanwhile, team members on the front line have to make sense of risk and 
control content that, to them, only seems to exist to slow down activity.
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1. People

Crowe IRM-as-a-Service is designed to help everyone 
in your organization work toward the common goal of 
growing the business.

Both your risk management teams and your front office will have a 
role to play in implementation and usage. Many GRC platforms are 
tailored exclusively to risk professionals and internal auditors, but 
Crowe IRM-as-a-Service also requires essential inputs from members 
of the business team. With streamlined communication between your 
various teams, everyone can help inform strategic decision-making.

If you need additional help or resources, you can easily assign tasks to 
Crowe specialists or request assistance with just a few clicks in the Crowe 
IRM-as-a-Service platform.

Be more strategic with your most 
valuable assets: people, money, 
and time.

The business case for Crowe IRM-as-a-Service

Your resources are limited, and they’re all interrelated, which can make 
allocation complicated. Crowe IRM-as-a-Service provides consistent 
visibility and communication to make risk management activity efficient 
and effective, and it can also help you maximize the returns you get from 
your people, money, and time.
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2. Money

Crowe IRM-as-a-Service can help you manage risk 
holistically without adding capital expenses.

Rather than slowing down strategic initiatives, mature risk management 
can allow you to confidently focus on pursuing new ventures, including 
product launches, mergers, acquisitions, and new markets. Investing in 
a tool that improves visibility and collaboration also can help you scale 
up your GRC processes without necessarily having to hire more people.

3. Time

Crowe IRM-as-a-Service helps you spend less time 
managing and reacting to existing risk and more time 
engaging in productive, business-building undertakings.

The system assigns clear responsibilities for managing processes, risks, 
and controls to increase transparency and accountability. With these 
assignments in place, your teams can identify and solve problems faster 
to keep growth strategies moving. 

The business case for Crowe IRM-as-a-Service
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Crowe Risk Curator helps streamline 
implementation and creates a common 
language for talking about risks and controls.

This tool uses business-focused inquiry to 
deliver a tailored library of risk management 
content. Crowe Risk Curator can make 
implementation much faster and simpler, and 
it also delivers usable content that’s relevant 
to your markets, products, partners, 
and channels.

Crowe Risk Curator

RISKS Risks & Controls by Category

Crowe Risk Curator

451

731

CONTROLS

Crowe Risk Curator is an integrated module within 
the Crowe IRM-as-a-Service solution, and it’s also 
available on a stand-alone basis.
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Increase your ROI by maximizing your 
return on individuals.

Save your employees valuable time, and empower them 
to work together to achieve a mutual goal: strategically 
building your business with speed and agility.

Small and midsize banks, credit unions, and fintechs want access to a scalable, 
complete GRC solution. That’s why we created Crowe IRM-as-a-Service as 
a ready-to-use, hosted platform that delivers the benefits of true integrated 
risk management.

Visit our website 
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Principal, Consulting 
+1 616 752 4219
brian.kloostra@crowe.com

Gayle Woodbury 
Principal, Consulting 
+1 630 586 5325
gayle.woodbury@crowe.com

The business case for Crowe IRM-as-a-Service

Want to learn more?
Visit the Crowe IRM-as-a-Service webpage or 
reach out to our team if you have any questions.

https://www.crowe.com/services/consulting/financial-services/strategy-action-consulting/protect/irm-as-a-service
https://www.crowe.com/services/consulting/financial-services/strategy-action-consulting/protect/irm-as-a-service
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“Crowe” is the brand name under which the member firms of Crowe 
Global operate and provide professional services, and those firms 
together form the Crowe Global network of independent audit, tax, and 
consulting firms. “Crowe” may be used to refer to individual firms, to 
several such firms, or to all firms within the Crowe Global network. The 
Crowe Horwath Global Risk Consulting entities, Crowe Healthcare Risk 
Consulting LLC, and our affiliate in Grand Cayman are subsidiaries of 
Crowe LLP. Crowe LLP is an Indiana limited liability partnership and the 
U.S. member firm of Crowe Global. Services to clients are provided by 
the individual member firms of Crowe Global, but Crowe Global itself is a 
Swiss entity that does not provide services to clients. Each member firm 
is a separate legal entity responsible only for its own acts and omissions 
and not those of any other Crowe Global network firm or other party. 
Visit www.crowe.com/disclosure for more information about Crowe LLP, 
its subsidiaries, and Crowe Global.

The information in this document is not – and is not intended to be – 
audit, tax, accounting, advisory, risk, performance, consulting, business, 
financial, investment, legal, or other professional advice. Some firm 
services may not be available to attest clients. The information is 
general in nature, based on existing authorities, and is subject to change. 
The information is not a substitute for professional advice or services, 
and you should consult a qualified professional adviser before taking 
any action based on the information. Crowe is not responsible for any 
loss incurred by any person who relies on the information discussed in 
this document. © 2021 Crowe LLP.
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